
Things to Check Before Buying a Luxury Property

Luxury properties are always in high demand. Real estate brands use different tactics to woo
buyers and many times are often found misusing the term “luxury housing” or “luxury
properties”. Several buyers tend to fall for this marketing tactic by celebrity endorsement
advertisements, flashy brochures, billboards, and much more. The tool of measuring luxury
properties with regular housing is unknown for many buyers, here you can understand the
criteria for recognizing the reality of luxurious lifestyle properties. Find-out the secret tips
before buying one for yourself below.

List of things a buyer should look for when buying luxury properties

1) Location

Property is not only luxurious from the things being offered inside the house or premises.
The property to consider luxurious should be in a good spot that needs to have good
connectivity and the nearest range of 20-30km touchpoint from any airport. If you’re planning
to buy a property in the heart of the city that might lead to traffic jams and a lack of silence.
While choosing a property make sure to have peace from that place.

2) Accessibility

Easy access to necessities is a must for any property owner. While one should not consider
buying a luxury project in the middle of a busy street, also it doesn't make sense to buy
property outside civilization either. It may have all the amenities, but it may not be worth
buying if it is not easily accessible to your workplace, the nearest shopping mall, or the
hospital.

3) Amenities

Amenities play a great role in justifying the luxury of the property. A family looks forward to
staying in a safe, playful, and well-maintained society. It is necessary for parents/guardians
to have ample amenities like a kid's play zone, swimming pool, turf, etc. More likely buyers
want a safe environment around the house to have a happy family vibe. All property owners
want their assets like cars, bikes, and bicycles to stay parked within to-reach spots. To follow
a safety check, one should look for parameters of fire safety facility, staircase exit to survive
in times of natural calamities.

4) The look and feel

The structural design of your property implies a sense of richness. A well-planned property
has a huge living space, bedrooms attached bathrooms, balcony, and duck area for storage.



The height of the ceiling should be more than 12+ feet to give a feel of spaciousness and
freeness. All the rooms inside the property must have a good view to ask at least.

5) Project Density

Project density means the number of people residing in an apartment complex or a plot.
Ideally, there should be no more than 60 families in an acre of the project for a luxury project.
More people in the store are going to crowd out the services. This is going to remove the
elegance of a luxurious apartment.

6) Technology

We cannot run away from the ever-increasing swarm of technical advancement. Today's
homeowners want it all when it comes to technology, and the builders who appeal to this
tech-trend are the ones who remain at the top of the real estate industry. Literally, with a click
of a button on your iPhone, can you now lock your doors, regulate your home's environment,
control the lighting and control your alarm system? Much of that from the other side of the
world! These are the built-in technologies that luxury homebuyers are waiting for now.
Builders who install these wireless home control systems are on the lookout for trends in
luxury homebuyers. An increasing preference for recycled materials is on the other end of
the technology continuum. Homeowners are constantly conscious of their environmental
effects and are opting for homes that use old recycled materials such as wood floors, wood
flooring, and doors.

7) Rooms Space

Luxury isn't meant to end until you reach the threshold of the most intimate haven – the
bedroom. Too many hours in our lives have been spent in the bedroom. It is imperative that
the bedroom is a wide-open space with room for a large bed and plenty of seating areas.
Top-of-the-line infrastructure is also required in this private residence. With built-in
automation systems for lighting, surveillance, remote control window shades, and climate
control, the list of bedroom must-haves has been added.

8) Entertainment

Gaming and movie rooms are important for luxurious living. It's because a luxury lifestyle has
a home video theatre and a game space. Wealthy homeowners take this idea much further
with facilities such as indoor basketball courts, indoor pools, and luxury sports bars. They
want to build a place where a homeowner never has the need to leave the comfort of his
house.

9) Additionally

Only putting your mind in the indoor room doesn't complete your luxurious home. The super
luxurious residences are complemented by a beautiful golf course, nature preserve, and lake



views of Mediterra, and homeowners enjoy exquisite outdoor spaces complete with a
custom pool and spa, outdoor area, outdoor living room, outdoor dining area, exclusive fire,
and water features, and many more.

So, if you're considering buying a luxury property, make sure all the above mentioned
aspects are included and make sure you’re not fooled by the advertisements.


